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1 Writing Goals 
and Principles



Writing Goals and Principles

Visually, this is how our brand and company values are personified in our social media 
voice. 
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Fun. 

To help our clients discover styles that she loves. 



Writing Goals and Principles

When writing social content, our main focus as a client-facing facet of the brand is to 
inspire her to look, feel & be her best self and to help her discover styles she loves. In our 
social media appearance, we want to channel our brand value props:

Personalization
• Breadth of styles to appeal to different tastes
• A range of models/people depicted in imagery to show range of product sizing
• A mix of exclusive, popular & new brands selected for her

Trust
• Style advice via #StylistTips
• Help her evolve her personal style + expand her boundaries via #StylistTips
• Social content links to blog articles that offer style advice

Convenience
• Demonstrates ease in scheduling a Fix (ie just head to the link in bio)
• Demonstrates ease in communicating with Stylists (update style profile at link in bio) 
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Writing Goals and Principles

In order to achieve this, we make sure our copy sounds: 

Credible
The ability to be believed based on experience and knowledge. 
•  We channel credibility by sounding...experienced, trustworthy, reliable, 
 knowledgeable, smart, substantive, relevant
•  We avoid sounding...unconvincing, amateurish, arrogant, uninformed

Genuine
Sincerely and honestly felt or expressed; displaying true character. 
•  We channel authenticity by sounding...real, authentic, sincere, heartfelt, honest, 
 refreshing, transparent
•  We avoid sounding...fake, deceitful, dishonest, insincere, inconsistent, pretentious

Friendly
Showing kindly interest and optimist; being easy to meet, know and talk to.
• We channel friendliness by sounding...positive, approachable, bright, loyal, warm 
• We avoid sounding...exclusive, apathetic, immature cynical
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Writing Goals and Principles

Fun 
Showing a sense of humor that is current and relatable. 
•  We channel our fun side by sounding...clever, witty, cultured, relevant
•  We avoid sounding...sarcastic, snobby, rude, immature 

Inspiring 
Causing people to do or create something, or be better. 
•  We inspire our client by sounding...motivating, aspirational, encouraging, influential,  

 beneficial
•  We avoid sounding...dull, obvious, vain, unattainable, indifferent, irrelevant 
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2 Speaking to 
our Followers



Speaking to our Followers

When speaking to our female follower through our social platforms, it’s important to 
understand who she is. 

She Is…
• Busy. 60% are mothers 85% are working professionals. 
• Educated. 81% have a bachelor’s or graduate degree. 
• Average Age 36. 78% are between 25-44. 
• On-Trend, Not Trendy. 92% don’t consider themselves “very fashionable” 

She Values... 
• Convenience. “In my time-strapped life, I need shopping to be easy.” 
• Confidence. “I like looking good, and feel amazing when I do.” 
• Personalization. “I like being understood & have things easily fit me.” 
• Trust. “I’ll give information if it makes my experiences better.”
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Speaking to our Followers

When speaking to our followers through our social platforms, it’s important to 
understand our audience on each social platform. Our audiences on Facebook, 
Instagram, and Twitter vary. Think of them as subsets of our main client base. 

On Facebook she is…45-65 years old

On Instagram she is…25-34

On Twitter she is... closer in age to our Instagram audience 
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3 Voice and 
Tone



Voice and Tone Objectives

Voice is the personality of the brand based on overarching company values, culture & 
vision. It’s who we are. This is mostly static. The goals of our social media voice are to: 

• Engage our followers to want to interact with our brand on social and beyond.
 

• Align with and strengthen our brand vision to “Inspire clients to look, feel and
• be her best self”.
• Gain our follower’s trust by establishing ourselves as a credible source of fashion advice.
• Channel our company’s personality through the warmth and wit of our social media 

voice to gain brand loyalty.
• Differentiate us from our competitors and others in the retail space.
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Voice and Tone: Voice Attributes

Stitch Fix’s voice is (see page 6 for more details):

• Credible
• Genuine
• Friendly
• Fun
• Inspiring 
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Voice and Tone: Style Tips

Here are a few rules about our voice on social media. For more specific rules regard-
ing grammar, see the Grammar and Mechanics section.

• Use active voice only 
• Avoid using too much slang, which can be confusing to our target audience
• Use positive language, avoid negative language (ie “do this” never “don’t do that”) 
• Only use first and second person. I/we and you/your is much more impactful (ex. 

“Stitch Fix loves its clients” vs. “We love you!”) 
• Use “client(s)” sparingly (if at all) in client-facing communication
• Ensure that copy is relevant to the image it’s speaking to to avoid any disconnect or 

confusion
• Be concise —strive to be as concise as possible without sacrificing personality
• Don’t state our mission explicitly—we shouldn’t talk about “being your best self or 

helping discover styles you’ll love” to the outside world, as this focus exists to guide 
our daily decisions & actions, and gives us a clear focus for our efforts
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Voice and Tone: Tone

Tone is how the voice is brought to life. It’s how we sound. This changes based on 
channel, who we’re talking to and content objectives.

Stitch Fix’s tone on social media is typically casual and lighthearted, but we value clar-
ity over being entertaining. In writing social media copy, it’s important to consider the 
audience.  

• Do they have awareness of the subject, trend, or product we’re writing about? 
• Would they understand a pop culture reference? 
• Do they know how to easily access the blog post or content we’re speaking to? 
• Does the post require a CTA or additional instruction? 

After considering these key items, the tone can be adjusted accordingly. 
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Voice and Tone: Humor

Stitch Fix has a warm, clever sense of humor, so using it when appropriate is 
encouraged! Although it’s important to never sound snarky or sarcastic—especially 
when it comes to our women’s channels. Our men’s follower is less sensitive to slight 
sarcasm and dry humor.
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Voice and Tone: Checklist

For most social posts (exclusions would be “fun” posts that speak to social holidays 
and are less goal-driven), you can use this checklist loosely to check social copy 
against.
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Does it help her to discover styles she’ll love? 
Does it make her smile? 



4 Writing 
About People



Writing About People

When writing about people, it’s important to be mindful of the words we choose to describe our 
broad follower base. 

PLUS 
For Plus women—we avoid using the word “plus”. Instead, we use “curvy”, or speak to specific body shapes like 
“pear shape, apple shape, etc” 

PETITE
For petite women—we stick with “petite”, never “small”, “short” or “little”.

RELATIONSHIPS
When referring to relationships, it is best to remain vague and avoid assigning gender roles to avoid 
ostracizing any of our followers. We use terms like “significant other” or “special someone” over boyfriend, 
girlfriend, husband, or wife.

STYLISTS
In writing about our Stylists, avoid assigning a gender. We speak about Stylists in a gender-neutral way. Ie “Ask 
your Stylist” rather than “ask her”. 
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5 Grammar and 
Mechanics



Grammar and Mechanics

Below are rules for our most frequent written style questions & preferences. 
Generally, we follow AP Style, but we also use a mix of different style rules that are 
right for our brand.

Ampersands—In social media copy, we use ampersands to shorten copy. Otherwise, we use them 
sparingly. After an em dash, or any punctuation, spell out “and” instead of using an ampersand.

Commas—We do not use the serial or “Oxford” comma to separate items in a list.  

Contractions—In social media copy, we use them for more conversational and casual messaging 
vs transactional and formal. 

Numbers—We use prefer to use numerals as they’re attention grabbing, especially when 
promoting blog content. Ex: 5 Ways To Wear A Moto Jacket

Dates —Use numbers only (no st, th, nd, rd)
 Example:
 To enjoy this offer, schedule a Fix by June 1.
 To enjoy this offer, schedule a Fix by June 19.
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Grammar and Mechanics

Numbers—We prefer to use numerals as they’re attention grabbing, especially when promoting 
blog content. Ex: 5 Ways To Wear A Moto Jacket

Space Between Periods—Always use just one space after a period and before the next 
sentence—never two spaces.

Capitalization—For headlines, use title case across all marketing channels. Examples:
5 Fall Style Essentials
Trending Now: Fall Accessories

Ask A Stylist
DO capitalize the article (“a”) when referring to this feature across channels. 

Fix—We use “Fix” as a proper noun. Therefore, it should always be capitalized.
Examples:
“Schedule your Fix”
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Grammar and Mechanics

Stylist & Personal Stylist —Use title case for the word Stylist or Personal Stylist. 
Examples:
“Your Personal Stylist” 
“Our Stylists”

Seasons—Title case in all cases. 
Examples:
 “You’ll love our Fall favorites.”
 “Our Summer selects are here!”

Stylist Note    —The Stylist Note is the personal note our Stylists include in the Fix recipient’s ship-
ment. We use title case for it as you would a proper noun. 

Style Quiz —The Style Quiz is the questionnaire new customers must fill out to share details on 
their preferences, size & taste. We use title case for it as you would a proper noun. 

Style Profile—The Style Profile is always written in title case. The Profile details our customers’ 
preferences, size & taste. We use title case for it as you would a proper noun. 

Colons—Lowercase the first word after a colon when listing items. Uppercase proper nouns or 
the start of a complete sentence.
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Grammar and Mechanics

Dashes—Do not include any space around your em dashes. 
Example:
 It’s that time of year again—time to dress your family in corduroy & denim!

Ellipses —We use three periods for ellipses between sentence clauses. Do not use a space before 
the first or last period.
 Example:
 “Fall is the season of cozy knits...and pumpkin spice everything!”

Exclamation Points—We frequently (but judiciously) use them to convey enthusiasm and warmth. 

Hyphens—Often, hyphens are needed for compound adjectives that modify nouns. When in 
doubt, refer to Merriam-Webster for confirmation of when to hyphenate. 
Example:

Correct: Back-to-school style
Incorrect: Back to school style

Sign-Up & Sign Up—Use “sign-up” as a noun & “sign up” as a verb. 
 Examples:
 “I am going to sign up for an embroidery class.”
 “Use your unique referral code at sign-up.”
 “Scroll down to the sign-up form.”
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6 Word
List



Word List

Below is a list of “tricky” words. When in doubt, we favor spellings by Merriam-
Webster. 

• Button-ups
• Button-down
• Canceled
• Handpicked
• Hundreds or 100s
• Sundress (one word, not two)
• T-shirt (with a capital ‘T’)
• Towards (not toward)
• Do’s and Don’ts
• Check out
• Outfit inspo
• Fab (fabulous)
• High-Low e.g. High-Low Dressing
• Put-together
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• 3 days, not 3 business days
• Double-check
• Prepaid envelope (not package)
• Fun loving (unless it modifies a noun)



7 Words to 
Avoid



Words to Avoid

The following are words to be avoided when writing for Stitch Fix social media. 

• Busty/plus—Try “curvy” instead.
• Short—Use “petite” instead 
• Hot—Overused in relation to fashion, objectifying in relation to women.
• Don’t—We don’t want to be a source of dictatorial fashion “Do’s and Don’ts” but 

instead a voice of positivity and “Try this!” in her life.
• Trendy 
• Sex Appeal 
• Cute 
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8 Social Copy 
Examples



Social Copy Examples—Quotes

Using quotes in social media copy—We do use direct quotes from influencers in some regram 
photos. Quotes can be shortened or altered, as long as the edits do not change the original 
meaning of the quote. 
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Social Copy Examples—Emojis

Using emojis in social media copy—We use emojis in captions sparingly and in context. 
Only use emojis when they add context to copy. When we do use an emoji in social 
copy, we only use one per caption.
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Social Copy Examples—CTA’s

Using CTA’s in social media copy—Often, we use a call to action in social media copy 
to drive our client to schedule a Fix, update their Style Profile, or to engage with our 
blog content. There are several ways to incorporate a CTA in social copy, but being 
direct is always utmost priority. 
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CTA’s to drive
blog traffic:

CTA’s to drive traffic 
to our other social 
channels: 

CTA’s to update 
Style Profile:

CTA’s to schedule a Fix:  



Social Copy Examples—Hashtags

Using hashtags in social media copy—On our Instagram channel, we use hashtags to 
help lead a larger audience to find and engage with our content, or to make note of 
content belonging a series.

To separate words in a hashtag, we capitalize the first letter of each word. 

#AskAStylist 
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#StylistTip

#Regram

#TellUs

#StitchFixInfluencer



Social Copy Examples—Hashtags
Intellectual property rules—When a hashtag has been trademarked by another com-
pany, we cannot use the hashtag in our social copy, or refer to the title of the event 
in plain terms. For example, during the Olympics and the Academy Awards we did not 
hashtag our posts about the respective events with “#Olympics2018 or “Academy-
Awards”. 

Holidays—When a hashtag has not been trademarked by any particular group or busi-
ness, we use hashtags to help our followers find our content more easily. We use 
hashtags to note social holidays, like National Donut Day, or larger (secular) holidays 
like Thanksgiving. 
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1 Writing Goals 
and Principles



Writing Goals and Principles

When writing men’s social content, our main focus as a client-facing facet of the 
brand is to express the ease and convenience factors of our service. This differs 
slightly from the props of our women’s brand. For men, we focus on— 

Personalization
• Breadth of styles to appeal to different tastes of clients
• A mix of exclusive, popular & new brands selected for him

Trust
• Style advice
• Help him refresh and evolve his style + expand his boundaries via #StylistTips
• Social content links to blog articles that offer style advice

Convenience
• Demonstrates ease in scheduling a Fix (ie just head to the link in bio)
• Demonstrates ease in communicating with Stylists (update style profile at link in 

bio) 
• Demonstrates ease in the process of receiving & returning items in a Fix.
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Writing Goals and Principles

In order to achieve this, we make sure our content is: 
 
Inspiring 
Causing people to do or create something, or be better. 
•  We inspire our client by sounding...positive, attainable, encouraging, beneficial
•  We avoid sounding...dull, obvious, vain, unattainable, indifferent, irrelevant 
• 
Fun 
Showing a sense of humor that is current and relatable. Letting our client know we don’t take 
ourselves too seriously 
•  We channel our fun side by sounding...clever, witty, relevant, relatable, quippy
•  We avoid sounding...sarcastic, snobby, rude, immature
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2 Speaking to 
our Client



Speaking to our Clients/Followers

When speaking to our men’s clients and followers through our social platforms, 
it’s important to understand who he is. 

Our existing Stitch Fix Men’s client...
• Wants to see himself represented and expects personalization from Stitch Fix. 

This applies to Fit, Style, and Price. 
• Makes purchase decisions that are driven by Fit.
• Wants practical style advice and inspiration.
• Is interested in being involved in the styling process and likes some level of 

control.
• Does not enjoy the element of surprise. 

Our prospective Stitch Fix Men’s client (our social follower)...
• Considers price as the most important factor of shopping.
• Enjoys shopping for himself. 
• Does not view shopping as a major inconvenience. 
• Also views convenience as an important factor of the shopping experience. 
• Is interested in looking good, but is not necessarily interested in the idea of 
using a personal stylist to expand his style. 
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Speaking to our Followers

When speaking to our men’s followers through our social platforms, it’s important to 
understand our audience on each social platform. Our audiences on Facebook, 
Instagram, and Twitter vary. Think of them as subsets of our main client base. 

On Facebook he is…25-34

On Instagram he is…25-34

On Twitter he is...25-34
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3 Voice and 
Tone



Voice and Tone Objectives

Voice is the personality of the brand based on overarching company values, culture 
& vision. It’s who we are. This is mostly static. The goals of our Stitch Fix Men’s social 
media voice are to: 

• Engage our follower to want to interact with our brand on social and beyond.
• 

• Make shopping a convenient experience.
• 

• Gain our follower’s trust by establishing ourselves as a credible source of style 
• advice.
• 

• Channel our company’s personality through the wit and knowledge of our social 
media voice to gain brand loyalty.

• 

• Differentiate us from our competitors and others in the retail space.
• 

• Build brand loyalty by engaging him with humorous, relatable content.
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Voice and Tone: Voice

Stitch Fix Men’s voice is:

Credible
How we sound: Experienced, trustworthy, reliable, knowledgeable, smart, substan-
tive, relevant 

Honest
How we sound: Real, geniune, refreshing, transparent, relatable

Encouraging
How we sound: Positive, approachable, influential, beneficial

Clever
How we sound: Relatable, fun, witty, relevant, quippy, smart
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Voice and Tone: Humor

Stitch Fix Men has a clever and witty sense of humor, so using humor when 
appropriate is encouraged. Although it’s important to never sound too snarky or 
negative—we want to use our humor-infused style advice to motivate men to feel 
their best.
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4 Writing About 
People



Writing About People

When writing about people, it’s important to be mindful of the words we choose 
to describe our broad follower base. 

MEN

For our male client, we use positive, relatable adjectives like—great, stylish, 
good-looking. We do not talk about the shapes and sizes of our male clients. 

RELATIONSHIPS

When referring to relationships, it is best to remain vague and avoid assigning 
gender roles to avoid ostracizing any of our clients. We use terms like “significant 
other” or “special someone” over girlfriend, boyfriend, husband, or wife.

STYLISTS

In writing about our Stylists, avoid assigning a gender. We speak about Stylists in a 
gender-neutral way. i.e. “Ask your Stylist” rather than “ask her”. 
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6 Word
List



Word List

Below is a list of “tricky” words. When in doubt, we favor spellings by Merriam-
Webster. 

• Board short/Board shorts
• Button-ups
• Button-down
• Canceled
• Handpicked
• Hundreds or 100s
• T-shirt (with a capital ‘T’)
• Towards (not toward)
• Do’s and Don’ts
• Check out
• Outfit inspo
• Easygoing
• Put-together
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• 3 days, not 3 business days
• Double-check
• Prepaid envelope (not package)



7 Words to 
Avoid



Words to Avoid

The following are words to be avoided when writing for Stitch Fix social media. 

• Cute/hot—Try cool, suave, fresh, good-looking instead.
• Short/tall/husky—We avoid commenting on body in men’s copy. 
• Don’t—We don’t want to be a source of dictatorial fashion “Do’s and Don’ts” 

but instead a voice of positivity and “Try this” in his life. 
• Trendy-Not appealing to men, sounds youthful. 
• Sex Appeal-Avoid words like “sexy” etc. 
• Fashionable-Most of our male clients aren’t interested in looking super trendy.
• Read-We like to use verbs like “see, check out, scope out, tap to see” when 

promoting blog content. 
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8 Social Copy 
Examples



Social Copy Examples—Quotes

Using quotes in social media copy—We do use direct quotes from influencers in 
some regram photos. Quotes can be shortened or altered, as long as the edits 
do not change the original meaning of the quote. 
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Social Copy Examples—Hashtags
Using hashtags in social media copy—On our Instagram channel, we use hashtags to 
help lead a larger audience to find and engage with our content, or to make note of 
content belonging a series.

To separate words in a hashtag, we capitalize the first letter of each word. 

#StitchFixInfluencer

#StylistTip

#Regram

Social holidays
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Social Copy Examples—Emojis

Using emojis in social media copy—We use emojis in captions sparingly and in 
context. Only use emojis when they add context to copy. Generally when we do 
use an emoji in social copy, we only use one per caption.
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Social Copy Examples—CTA’s

Using CTA’s in social media copy—Often, we use a call to action in social media 
copy to drive our follower to schedule a Fix, update their Style Profile, or to 
engage with our blog content. There are several ways to incorporate a CTA in 
social copy, but being direct is always utmost priority. 
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CTA’s to drive
blog traffic:

CTA’s to update 
Style Profile/Fix 
Note:

CTA’s to schedule a 
Fix:  



Social Copy Examples—CTA’s

Using CTA’s in social media copy—Often, we use a call to action in social media 
copy to drive our follower to schedule a Fix, update their Style Profile, or to 
engage with our blog content. There are several ways to incorporate a CTA in 
social copy, but being direct is always utmost priority. 
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CTA’s to drive
blog traffic:

CTA’s to update 
Style Profile:

CTA’s to schedule a 
Fix:  


